














I continually strive to shape the way the sanitary industry evolves in my home country of Switzerland, in Europe, 

and throughout the world.  About 10 years ago I was looking for a new professional challenge when I met an 

extraordinary entrepreneur in Chicago. His name was Frank Li and together we decided to take a fresh look at the 

bathroom industry we were both so passionate about. This common interest combined with our shared vision to 

explore and create a new and unexpected bathroom standard is the driving force behind the foundation of AXENT.



Our designers Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez are an extraordinary team with over 30 years of experience 

in architecture, interior and product design with o�ces in Milan. Their creative approach to product design is 

characterized by simplified forms through the use of warm and natural materials while combining minimal design 

with exceptional technology. 



The ingenious idea of creating a control that works like the crown on a Swiss timepiece was born in AXENT’s Europe-

an headquarter o�ce just outside of Lake Zürich. After months of intensive research and development, countless 

stress tests and numerous engineering innovations, the AXENT.ONE intelligent toilet, along with its multi-functional 

control button, were introduced to the world. 









Creating something that looks good is simple. Creating something that is complex in 

function and simple in design is a far more trying task. This is the purpose of product 

innovation. Through skillful engineering and the removal of unnecessary clutter, our  

AXENT.ONE intelligent toilets epitomize exceptional design made simple. 



This award-winning intelligent toilet brings style into your bathroom. A single control regulates the 

position and flow of the shower spray and water temperature. Located discreetly to the right of the 

toilet bowl, this control is as easy to use as the crown on a Swiss timepiece. 





The AXENT. ONE PLUS intelligent toilet with H2O Frontpack couldn’t be easier. This unique 

wall-hung-like toilet doesn’t require any wall modifications saving you the stress and costs of a 

bathroom renovation. The toilet’s adjoining front covers are made of the highest-quality safety 

glass and its white color is an easy match for any bathroom style. 





This award-winning intelligent toilet has all the functions of an AXENT.ONE C intelligent toilet with 

the added hygienic benefit of a sensor that automatically opens and closes the toilet seat lid. This 

hands-free feature o�ers an exceptionally clean bathroom experience. 



AXENT.ONE C SOUND is the latest technological addition to the AXENT.ONE family. The AXENT.ONE C SOUNDS’ 

purity and convenience introduces convenient entertainment to enhance your bathroom experience.







Built with simplicity and functionality in mind, the AXENT.ONE Cabinet makes organization easy with 

generous shelf space, an anti-slip counter and a spacious capacity cabinet for ample storage. 







Simple, elegant and distinctive. The Primus tankless toilet is the core of AXENT’s 

complex and skillfully engineered technologies showcased in an exceptionally 

simplet yet modern low-profile design. This space-saving toilet conserves both 

bathroom space and environmental resources, a design feat which has earned 

the collection numerous international design honors. 



This is a world first. A toilet that eliminates the tank and works without electricity to conserve your 

bathroom space as well as precious natural resources. AXENT’s patented VACUUM V FLUSH technology 

and exceptional engineering reduce the Primus’ water demands to an ultra-conservative 5L per flush. 



AXENT’s tankless technology revolutionizes the toilet industry by o�ering the most sustainable 

bathroom solution. Thanks to exceptional engineering, this tankless design requires 25% less 

energy-intensive ceramic material and o�ers more flushing e�ciency with tremendous water-savings. 



The Primus Intelligent Toilet is the perfect upgrade from Primus Tankless Toilet without sacrificing 

superior design. Combining fashionable accessories, including a Space Silver metallic lid, with 

the highest-quality ceramic, this intelligent toilet exudes the latest in modern and simple design. 

The Primus Intelligent Toilet’s remote control mirrors the intuitive design of every one of AXENT’s 

intelligent products. From customizable settings to a sleek, compact design, the Primus Intelligent 

Toilet’s remote can o�er your ideal washing experience with the press of a single button. 





Thanks to the creative vision of Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez, the Primus Cabinet o�ers versatility in 

function and design. Each cabinet o�ers a variety of modular units that can be configured in numerous ways 

to meet your individual organizational needs. The Primus Cabinet is o�ered in styles: Classic and Modern. 





Clean, elegant, distinctive. The Grace collection redefines modern ceramic design 

and manufacturing by combining contemporary lines with perfected functionality. 













The Gallia cabinet is all about beauty. Its mirror reflects the gesture of life while its cabinet’s elegant 

finishes and colors reflect the personal taste of its owner. From precious, smooth ebony finishes to 

exquisite decorative metals, every detail of Gallia cabinet embodies the design sophistication often 

emblematic of Italy luxury.







Staying true to AXENT’s Swiss values in precision, the Helvetia series incorporates angular shapes 

with balances proportions. No superfluous embellishments, just precise lines and hidden drains. 





We take care of every detail - even the hidden ones. The Helvetia collection is meticulously 

designed to introduce elegance and functionality into any bathroom suite. 













We passionately aspire to surpass expectations and deliver meaningful, exceptional quality in 

craftsmanship in all that we do. 








